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Yes, we do that!
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By Rene
Caskanette
Although we have
been in business
for over 15 years,
and we have many
repeat clients, we still encounter the same issue
time after time. One client knows us as fire
investigation experts, but doesn’t realize that we
also do structural, environmental, metallurgical,
accident reconstruction and electrical engineering
assignments. Another knows we do personal
injury assessments but doesn’t know our full
range of services.
We try to educate clients through our newsletter
and articles. We have a full website and we get
out to trade shows with our booth but it seems an
impossible task to get the message out there, yes
we do that.
The phone rings and the question comes, do you
investigate mould in homes? Yes we do that.
How about cracks in the ceiling, we think it may
be snow load? Yes we do that.

Fall 2014
Road construction caused cracks in our
foundation? Can you verify cause and specify
repairs? Yes we do that.
The backup generator in the hog barn failed to
start during a power outage, and all the hogs
died. Can you determine cause of the failure? Yes
we do that.
The house blew up and damaged the neighbours’
houses. Can you determine the explosion cause,
and do a structural damage assessment? Yes we
do that.
The flat steel roof deck collapsed. Can you
investigate cause? Yes we do that.
The basement flooded. Can you determine the
source of water? Yes we do that.

Starting to see a pattern emerge? Our range
of services is very diverse through our multidisciplinary team of experts. We have the
experience to help you with almost any technical
issue on a claim. Check our website for more
detailed information. If we don’t have the
expertise you need in-house, we will help you
find it.
Make us your first call when searching for an
engineering expert. You won’t be disappointed.

The toilet water line broke and flooded the house,
can you determine if it was defective? Yes we
do that.

3-D Printing

Our condominium needs a reserve fund study;
can your firm prepare that? Yes we do that.
We need to test for asbestos before demolition,
and prepare an abatement protocol if it is found?
Yes we can do that.

Our client was injured while riding in an elevator,
can you investigate the incident? Yes we do that.

The vehicle started on fire and was destroyed.
Can you determine the cause? Yes we do that.

Fuel oil leaked in the basement, can you
determine cause of tank failure, handle
environmental remediation of the site and do the
structural underpinning design? Yes we do all
that.

The garage was destroyed by a vehicle impact.
Can you prepare drawings for a building permit,
so it can be rebuilt, and list any code upgrades
required? Yes we do that.

A tornado ripped the town apart, can you assign
a team of structural and environmental experts
to assess damage and prepare drawings for
rebuilding? Yes we do that.

Our employees are complaining of odours and
illness. Can you do indoor air quality testing? Yes
we do that.

My client was charged with arson. Can you review
the reports and photographs, and provide an
opinion on cause of fire and attend trial to give
expert opinion evidence? Yes we do that.

Can you look at the cause of damage to an
inground pool? Yes we do that.

Our insured struck a cyclist at an intersection;
can you reconstruct the accident, and look at
issues with traffic lights and night time visibility?
Yes we do that.

The sewer system was overloaded and flooded
the neighbourhood. We are starting a class action
lawsuit. Can you analyze the municipal drainage
system and identify deficiencies? Yes we do
that.

The Fire Marshal says the building is unsafe
to enter; can you do an emergency structural
assessment and design temporary shoring? Yes
we do that.
The concrete silo was exposed to fire from the
barn. Can you determine the extent of damage,
and specify repairs? Yes we do that.

3-D printing is a current topic in the news today.
It is a manufacturing process used to produce
complicated parts and completed assemblies
directly from computer-generated drawings.
The process removes a number of geometric,
fixturing, manpower and machining limitations
that slow other manufacturing methods. This
allows designers and manufacturers to be much
more creative.
3-D printing has three common applications,
which are: consumer related, prototyping, and
additive manufacturing. Consumer related 3D
printers would typically be used privately for toys
and household projects. 3-D prototyping uses the
flexibility of the process to prove a design and
to provide prototypes to be manufactured out
of stronger or more practical materials. Additive
manufacturing is essentially the industrial version
of 3-D printing where the printed components
are intended to be used as parts in finished
assemblies.
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Unmanned Aerial Drone
By Glenn Tatsu
The rise of drone technology is affecting our
business in a positive way. Drones have made
incredible leaps and bounds within the past few
years.
A drone is an unmanned aerial vehicle that can
be outfitted with a camera that can capture high
quality still images and videos. These photos and
videos are useful for clients if they need to get
real time conditions either after a loss or as a
general investigative tool.
We recently purchased and trained members of
our team on a brand new high quality drone. The
drone is outfitted with a camera that can take
12MP still images and 4K quality video which
is 4 times as much detail as 1080p. 1080p is
generally the most commonly used standard for
high-definition televisions and devices today.
The higher quality 4K allows for more detailed,
creative images for reports or condition surveys.
Our drone can hover over places too dangerous
or difficult for workers to go. For example, after a
roof collapses or is damaged due to a loss, clients
may require emergency repairs or determine

if the remaining structure is safe. The existing
condition of the structure is often hard to asses
from the ground, and when time is important it’s
easy for safety to become an issue. The drone is
a great safety feature to survey the structure prior
to engaging in any investigation.
The convenience is a key benefit. When arriving
to site, the drone can be set up, calibrated and be
in flight within minutes. Another benefit comes in
the form of requiring less equipment. If a certain
site requires a lift jack, sky jack or other heavy
machinery to gain access to high places and one
is not available; our drone is a great alternate
solution to having visuals of hard to reach areas
without the need for that equipment. The drone
is easily transported and can maneuver freely
and provide real time images or video. If budget
is a concern, the drone is a fantastic inexpensive
alternative.
There are many potential uses for this new
investigative tool. Ask us about bringing the
Drone to the next site visit to help provide a new
dynamic way to complete your project.

Carbon Monoxide
and Smoke Alarms
in Ontario
By Rene Caskanette
You may have heard about recent changes to
legislation in Ontario, following Royal Assent of
The Hawkins Gignac Act in October 2014. This
Act deals with carbon monoxide (CO) safety
and amends the Fire Protection and Prevention
Act (O. Reg. 213/07) to expand coverage to
include maintaining safe CO levels in homes.
Ontario Regulation 194/14 came into effect
on October 15, 2014. It outlines the new
requirements for both smoke alarms and CO
alarms in residences in Ontario, and now
makes clear that in rented premises the
landlord is responsible for the installation and
annual maintenance of these devices, and
tenants are to report any problems with the
devices and are prohibited from disabling
them. The Fire Code has always required that
the owner was responsible for compliance, so
this new wording clears up what the landlord
and tenant obligations are. Landlords need to
pay attention to the specific obligations placed
on them by this legislation.
Smoke alarms have been required in
residences for many years in Ontario, and now
CO alarms will also be required in existing
residences that are not equipped with them.
The Ontario Building Code requires CO and
smoke alarms in new homes, but many older
homes are not equipped with CO alarms. This
retrofit legislation will change that.
Every building with a residential occupancy
will need to install CO alarms if it has a fuel
burning appliance, a fireplace or a storage
garage. The legislation provides specific
guidance on where to locate the alarms.
Typically they are required adjacent to each
sleeping unit, similar to smoke alarms.
The alarms need to be compliant with the
UL2034 standard. A UL label on the device will
indicate it has been tested to this standard.
Hard wired, battery operated, or plug into
receptacle style alarms are all acceptable.
In buildings with 6 or fewer suites of residential
occupancy, the deadline for compliance is April
15, 2015. For larger buildings with more than
six suites the deadline is extended to October
15, 2015.
As a Fire Protection Engineer involved in the
investigation of fatalities due to fires and
CO poisoning, I welcome these legislation
changes. Life Safety in Ontario will be
improved by these upgrades.

Infection Control Requirements in the Construction, Renovation and
Maintenance of Health Care Facilities
By Bob
Caskanette
Did you know that in
Canada approximately
250,000 patients
annually develop
hospital acquired
infections,
which results in
approximately 8,000 – 12,000 deaths per year?
That equates to roughly 28 – 40 deaths per
100,000 people, as compared to around 13.8
deaths per 100,000 people from breast cancer.
Approximately 7 – 8% of these occurrences are
directly related to construction, maintenance and
repair activities within these health care facilities,
which correlates to approximately 500 – 1000
deaths each year in Canadian hospitals.
The most notable concerns are moulds such
as Aspergillus and Stachybotrys species and
bacteria such as Legionella and Anthrax. People,
particularly immune compromised individuals
such as those found in such health care facilities
are at the highest risk factor. So what can be
done about it?

maintenance of health care facilities (the
Standard). This Standard applies not just to
hospitals, but to all buildings where health
related services are offered, such as clinics,
doctor offices, nursing homes and many others.
The amount of precautions required in each
will vary as outlined in a risk assessment matrix
found within the Standard. Not surprisingly, work
performed near an intensive care unit (ICU) within
a hospital would be among the highest risk level,
while minor work within a doctor office would
be much lower. But projects in both types of
facilities still fall under this Standard. It deals with
not just new large scale construction projects
and additions, but also minor renovation and
maintenance projects such as removing and
replacing a section of wall or ceiling.
The CSA Standard encompasses and outlines
the use of many other standards also in some
cases, such as the IICRC S500 and S520
standards on
Water Damage Restoration
and Mould Remediation respectively, the CCA
Mould Guidelines for the Canadian Construction
Industry, which we currently incorporate into
many residential and commercial projects, just to
name a few.

sources of contamination, construction
materials, mechanical equipment and duct
work, plumbing and other building systems,
selecting a multidisciplinary team, infection
prevention and control measures (various levels),
remedial measures, investigations, containment,
abatement, inspections and much more. A
multidisciplinary team for such projects can
consist of a variety of people such as facility
health care staff and administrators, constructors
or restoration professionals, project managers,
environmental services personnel, operation
and maintenance staff, infection prevention and
control professional, and design and management
professionals such as ourselves.
Our staff is trained on the CSA Z317.13-12
Standard and is available to assist you with
these projects including; investigation, project
management from start to finish, sampling,
abatement requirements, corrective measures,
clearance testing and reporting. Make sure you
have the right people involved the next time a
project involving a health care facility is being
undertaken. It is critical to have the right people
involved with appropriate levels of expertise
and training through CSA, to protect yourself
from liability and protect people from exposure
to infection which could result in serious
consequences.

The Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
developed standard CSA Z317.13-12 – Infection
control during construction, renovation, and

The CSA Standard outlines a number of
things such as; risk factors and assessments,

3-D Printing

Elliot Lake Roof Collapse
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By Rene Caskanette

It is foreseeable that problems will arise if
consumer and prototype printed components
are sold as finished products. The 3-D printing
process on its own does not provide structural
analysis or consideration to longevity. The
process does not take into account safety
or certification requirements. It is one thing
to produce a part simply from a drawing, it’s
another thing to ensure it is suitable for the task
and safe to use.

The flat roof of a mall in Elliot Lake was utilized
as a parking area. On June 21, 2012 it collapsed,
killing two people in the mall. An inquiry into
the incident was conducted and the report was
released on Oct. 15, 2014.

3-D printing is finding its way into forensic
sciences. Drawings or scanned images can be
used to produce 3-D printed models for use as
demonstrative evidence or to check clearances
or abnormal contact loading. The process is
also useful in producing unique jigs and fixtures
for holding and testing evidence.
Peter Johnston of our firm has been using a
3-D printer for the past year to assist in his
forensic examinations of failed materials and
components.

The cause of the collapse was deterioration of
structural steel due to corrosion, caused by leaks
from the parking area above through the concrete
slab. The report placed blame on many parties
for allowing the problem to continue to the point
of collapse, since it was well known that leakage
was ongoing. The owner, designer, builder,
inspection engineer, and municipal and provincial
authorities were all identified as contributing to
the eventual failure.
Recommendations were made, including
developing new minimum maintenance standards
for buildings, requiring owners to have periodic
inspections done to comply with the new
standards, and file reports in a registry and with
the Chief Building Official, and having engineers
designated as structural specialists, with a
requirement for continuing education.

The Professional Engineers of Ontario (PEO)
had standing at the hearing and made 11
recommendations, most of which were adopted.
There is a current practise bulletin in use for
engineers doing structural inspections, and
that will be used in development of a new
performance standard for this work. Specialist
designations for members and ongoing training
requirements are ongoing issues at the PEO, and
changes are underway in those areas.
Our firm has several structural engineers and we
perform many inspections of buildings each year,
following the PEO practise bulletin. Our corporate
policy is to provide annual training for all experts
to ensure they remain current and at the forefront
of technology in our industry.
This very serious structural failure was
preventable, and if the recommendations made
are all adopted, then future failures can be
avoided. We welcome strengthening the existing
laws in this area to ensure public safety in
Ontario.

Reserve Fund Study:
Inflation and Interest
By Jason Nguyen
Condominium
corporations are
required by law in
Ontario to have a
Reserve Fund Study
which provides a
capital replacement
plan to determine
whether the amount of money in the reserve
fund and the amount of contributions collected
by the corporation are adequate to provide
for the expected costs of major repairs and
replacements.
Since reserve fund studies account for future
major repairs/replacements and investment,
reserve fund studies must consider the impact
that inflation and interest has on the cost of the
repairs/replacements and the invested money in
the reserve fund account over time.
Many condominium board members do not
realize the importance of having an accurate
interest and inflation rate for a reserve fund study.
Inaccurate interest and inflation rate may lead
to underfunding which often means a special
assessment or loan is required to cover any
major repairs/replacements when they arise.
Larger condominiums are affected more by
inaccurate interest and inflation rate since larger
condominiums typically have more building
components to account for and more money
invested.
Depending on the size of the condominium,
at any given time a condominium can have
$200,000 to $3,000,000 in investment. There
have been many cases where the combined
offset of interest and inflation rate summed up
to around 2.5 percent. An offset of 2.5 percent
interest and inflation rate combined each year
can equate to an underfunding of $15,000 for
a condominium that has invested $200,000 or
$225,000 for a condominium that has invested
$3,000,000 in just three years. In fact the
underfunding amount would be even higher since
the $15,000 and $225,000 estimate does not
account for compounding interest.

An underfunding of $15,000 for smaller
condominium or $225,000 for a larger
condominium may not seem like a lot of money
compared to $200,000 or $3,000,000 in
investment but it can mean not having enough
money to replace a leaky roof, windows or
exterior sidings and veneers.
So what are common interest and inflation
rates and where can you go to determine what
interest and inflation rate is appropriate for
your condominium’s reserve fund study? Most
condominiums invest their reserve funds into
Guaranteed Investment Certificates (GIC). To give
you an idea, current investment into GIC accounts
can yield anywhere from a low of 0.25% to a high
of 2.75% interest per annum depending on the
number of years the money will be invested and
the institution where the money is invested.
Probably the simplest and fastest way to
determine the interest rate that the condominium
is receiving is to review the condominium’s
financial statements. Financial statements have
records of how much interest was actually earned
for the past three years which could be used to
estimate and determine the most appropriate
interest rate to use for the condominium’s reserve
fund study.
As for inflation rate, many people get confused
between inflation rates for consumer price
index versus construction price index which are
different and are not related directly. Consumer
price index measures the changes in the price of
a fixed basket of goods and services purchased
by consumers. For example, the price of fruits
or regular gasoline has increased from previous
years. Construction price index on the other
hand measures the changes in the price of
building materials and labour rates specifically
for construction. For example, the price of
portland cement or structural steel has increased
significantly in recent years.
Both indices may be related indirectly but are
very different when it comes to actual inflation
rates. Inflation rates for construction price index
are much higher than inflation rates for consumer
price index. Inflation rates for construction price
index average approximately 2.9% per year
according to data from Statistic Canada and
3.6% per year according to data from RSMeans
for residential construction.
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